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ABSTRACT.
The Product Measure Extension Axiom is used to prove a "Ö-expandable" type property for first countable, countably paracompact (countably metacompact) spaces. Among other results, it follows (under PMEA) that countably paracompact Moore spaces are metrizable, and first countable, countably paracompact Hausdorff spaces are strongly collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets.
Introduction.
Under the assumption of the Product Measure Extension Axiom (PMEA) we show that countably paracompact Moore spaces are metrizable, and first countable, countably paracompact Hausdorff spaces are strongly collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. These results follow from a theorem giving "^-expandable" type properties for first countable, countably paracompact or countably metacompact spaces.
All regular spaces are assumed to be Ti but no other separation axioms are assumed unless otherwise stated. An ordinal number is the set of smaller ordinals, and N = [l,w).
The Product Measure Extension Axiom (PMEA) says that for any set A the usual product measure on 2A can be extended to a c-additive measure p defined on all subsets of 2A. That is, p would be a measure defined for all subsets of 2A such that (i) p(U) = 2~k whenever U is a basic product neighborhood in 2A restricted at k coordinates;
(ii) whenever {Ba: a < k} is a disjoint collection of subsets of 2A and \k\ < c then p(\Ja<KBa) = £a<Kp(Pa).
It is known that the consistency of PMEA would follow from the existence of a strongly compact cardinal and that the consistency of PMEA would imply the existence of a measurable cardinal. See [Fa, N and T] for a discussion of the status of PMEA as well as other applications of PMEA and weaker measure extension axioms. Our application of PMEA in Theorem 1.2 uses only the usual tr-additive property of a measure rather than the stronger additive property given in (ii) above.
The most notable application of PMEA in a topological setting is given in the provisional solution of the Normal Moore Space Problem by P. Nyikos in [N] .
The main theorem.
Our main result is Theorem 2.2. We need a simple lemma concerning the product measure on 2A. PROOF. For n = 2fc_1 we observe there exists er > 0 for 3 < r < n such that
The theorem below is proved for the first countable case. In a private communication to the author, P. Nyikos indicated he has extended the proof to the case when each point of X has local character < c.
THEOREM. (PMEA)
Suppose X is a first countable, countably paracompact space (countably metacompact) space and P = {Pß: ß < A} is a closed discrete collection in X. The canonical open cover {X -\Ja^gPa' ß < A} has a sequence {Mn}n°=i °f °Pen refinements such that for any x E X there exists m E N where Mm is locally finite (point finite) at x. PROOF. We give the proof for the more difficult countably paracompact casethe countably metacompact case follows from a natural modification.
Let p denote a (tr-additive) measure defined for all subsets of 2W x A and extending the usual product measure on 2wxA. For x G X let {Vn(x)}f° be a decreasing open neighborhood base at x. We want to let an element of 2wxA induce a natural countable partition of A. For / G 2u;xA we let Auf = {ß G A: /(7, ß) = 0 for all 1 < u} and for a < w Aaf = {ß E A: /(q, ß) = 1 and /(-y, ß) = 0 for all 7 < a}. For every n G N and p G LK^ ß < A}, there exists some k(n,p) E N such that (*) p(P(fc(n,p),p))>l-l/(4n-2"2)
where we may assume k(n,p) < k(n + l,p). Now, for ß < A, let
and Mn = {H(n, ß): ß < A}. It suffices to show that for any x G X there is m E N such that Mm is locally finite at x. (Mm may not cover X but is certainly the open collection of interest since we may add X -(J P to Mm-) To this end assume there exists some x G X such that ord(Vn(x), Mn) > w f°r every n G N. Pick distinct ßi, ß2,... from A such that V¿(x) (~)H(i, ßi) j^ 0 for every i E N and choose p2 G Pßi so that vî(x)nvfc(iiPi)(pî)^0. Note that V¿(x) n Vr(p») jí 0 if r < fc(i,p¿). Let 
COROLLARY. (PMEA)
In a first countable, countably metacompact space X any closed set, which is the union of a discrete collection of G¿-sets, is a G$-set. Hence, if X is Ti, every closed discrete subset is a Gs-set.
In a first countable countably paracompact space X any set, which is the union of a discrete collection of regular G g -sets, is a regular Gs-set.
Certainly, countable metacompactness may always be considered as a weakening of the perfect condition (all closed sets are G¿-sets). In the first countable case, Corollary 2.3 suggests that a partial recovery of the perfect condition may be expected. This also suggests that many popular constructions, which yield first countable spaces with a closed discrete subset that is not a G^-set, will not be countably metacompact, a fact not otherwise obvious in certain individual cases.
Separation
properties. It is known [M] that if P and E are disjoint closed sets in a countably paracompact X and F is a regular G^-set then F and P can be separated. The following Theorem 3.1(a) can be viewed as an extension of this result. Part (b) gives the desired collectionwise separation.
THEOREM. (PMEA) Suppose X is a first countable, countably paracompact space, {Fa: a < A} is a closed discrete collection and {Una: n E N,a < A} is an open collection in X such that For the proof of (b) define ß^a}) for each a < X, n E N, and let Ka = lJrt=i Kan-If follows that Fa c Ka and KanKß = 0 if a yí ß, so {Ka: a < A} is the desired separating open collection. G Both parts of the above theorem can be used in certain cases to obtain "strong collectionwise" separation; that is, separation by discrete collections of open sets. The corollary below also answers a question asked by S. Watson [W] space X is strongly collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. (b) A first countable, countably paracompact space X is strongly collectionwise normal with respect to regular G^-sets.
PROOF. For (a) assume {Fa: a < A} is a discrete collection of compact sets where Fa ^ Fp if a ^ ß. Since a first countable, countably paracompact T2 space is regular [A] we can find open sets Ua, a < A, such that PQ C Ua and PROOF. It suffices to show X is normal since (under PMEA) this gives collectionwise normality [N] and collectionwise normal subparacompact spaces are paracompact. Let F and E be disjoint closed sets in X. Since X is actually regular there is a collection £/ = {PQ: a < A} of open subsets of X such that F c(Ja<xUa and PanP -0, all a < A. Using the subparacompactness of X there is a cr-discrete closed collection 7 of subsets of P, covering F, of the form 7 = {Fna-nEN,a<X} where Fna C Ua and each 7n = {Fna: a < A} is discrete (some Fna may be empty).
By 3.1(a) we see there is an open set Hn, for each n G N, such that UQ<A ^no C Hn C Hn C X -E. Apply Lemma 4.1 and the proof is complete. G We remark that standard techniques (with more cumbersome notation) would extend the proof of 4.2 to "submetacompact" in place of "subparacompact". P. Nyikos has also noticed this using a different approach.
The proof of the next corollary is now immediate. 
